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With smartphones packing four or more rear cameras and increasing the megapixel count in a crazy manner, smartphone photography has taken quite a while in the last couple of years. Despite the modern sensors, some photos need a touchup and that is where photo editing apps come to play. The default gallery app
in most smartphones offer basic photo editing features, but if you want to customize beyond basics, you may need specialized apps to adit your photos. With an abundance of options available there, here's a handy guide to a selection of the best photo editing apps you can find on the Google Play Store.12 The best
photo editing apps for Android In 2020Photoshop ExpressPicsArt Photo EditorPhotoDirectoradSnapsedVSCO Photo and Video EditorToolwiz Photos-Pro EditorYouPix PerfectlrPhoto Photoshop Express easy and powerful editing on devices. It is packed with basic features such as harvest, straighten, rotate, and flip
photos. Photoshop Express has filters in one touch, different effects, colors, automatic fixes, frames, and some advanced tools such as The Image Rendering Engine to handle large files such as panoramic photos. Its noise reduction function can minimize unwanted grains and speck in night photos. The app is free to
download and without advertising. It also provides you with a photo-sharing service on Facebook, Twitter and other social networking sites. Special Photoshop ExpressMore features more than 80 filters for instant photo editing. Photos can be imported and edited in RAW-promising correction feature to capture skewed-
looking photos share edited photos instantly of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and other social media websites Download Adobe Photoshop Express2. PicsArt Photo StudioWith over 100 million downloads, PicsArt is one of the favorite photo editing apps out there in 2020. The reason PicsArt is such you stand out because
of the sheer number of options you have to customize your photos. It comes with a built-in camera function and a social network for sharing photos. Other features include collage, draw, frames, stickers and more. The app is available for free with some in-app purchases, however, you will have to deal with advertising.
Special features PicsArt Photo StudioBrush mode to apply effects selectively on certain parts of picRapidly develops AI-powered effectsIn-built camera app with live effectsDouble exposures with layers and regulated transparency.3. Fotor Photo EditorFotor is one of the most recommended and best photo editing apps for
Android with tons of interesting features and tools to improve images. The app offers a wide range of photo effects and filters for image editing. You can use more than 10 customizable 'Edit' features to customize brightness, brightness, contrast, and other aspects of rice. The photo editor also allows you to create
collages with lots of collage patterns. The app is free to download, but contains ads. Special features FotorFeature-rich photo editor, as well as photo licensing platform 'Improvement' feature with glide across the screen capabilities for instant adjustments Tolenty collage templates like Classic and Magazine4.
PhotoDirectorPhotoDirector is a kind of multi-purpose application for photo editor. It has a stylish and user-friendly interface where you can quickly adjust the colors and tone of your images with its simple but powerful tools. The app has a camera feature in the app where you can apply live photo effects as you snap
photos. You can edit images and quickly share them on Facebook, Flickr and more. This android photo editor app is free to download with some in-app purchases and contains ads. Special features of the PhotoDirectorContent-Aware tool to remove photobombers and unwanted objects. Artistic pre-installed photo effects
such as Lomo, Vignette, HDR and moreDehaze tool to remove haze, fog and fog from imagesPhoto FX to apply effects to certain regions in pictures5. SnapseedSnapseed is a powerful Android photo editor developed by Google that carries quite a few features. It is available for free, as well as without advertising. The
app has a user-friendly interface that is easy to use, just tap the screen and open any file you like. Snapseed comes with different types of filters to change the look of the photo, including 29 different types of tools. Once done with editing, you can easily export the file to save it or share it with your friends. Special
features Of SnapseedRAW DNG files can be edited and exported as JPGNative dark theme mode in the appSelective filter brush to edit only part of the image Option of saving individual presets to apply them to later6 images. VSCO Photo and Video EditorIf you're a professional, you must have heard of the VSCO photo
editing app. The popular photo editing app for Android brings 10 presets and a few filters to improve your photos almost instantly. What makes VSCO one of the best photo editing apps is professional tools such as HSL and Split Tones, which it offers users to edit photos. In addition, VSCO also offers a platform for
photographers to showcase their talents. You can join the VSCO community for it. Special VSCO10 features free presets for photo editing instantlyProfessional-level tools for community submit their photos Download VSCO Photo Editor7. Toolwiz Photos-Pro EditorToolwiz Photos is a gorgeous all-in-one PRO photo
editor that delivers 200 powerful tools. You can add filters, change faces, adjust saturation and even create funny collages. This free app is blessed with an elegant and minimalist interface. Its features and ease of use make it one of the best photo editing apps However, the app hasn't been updated for the past two
years, so don't expect trend filters and latest content. Special Features Toolwiz PhotosA a large collection of magic filters and artistic filtersSSeful selfies, and tools for polishing the skin including face rater, dermabrasion, red eye removal, and bright eyeMore than 200 text fonts with shadow and mask support8. YouCam
PerfectYouCam Perfect is a handy photo editor tool for Android in 2020 where you can decorate your portrait photos in a matter of seconds. Try editing with its effects and filters in one touch, photo cultures and rotating, mosaic pixelates blur the background, vignette, and HDR effects. The app comes with a Face
Reshaper, an eye bag remover, and a body slimmer to reduce your waistline and make you look thinner instantly. All-in-all, this can prove to be a great focus in case you are looking for the best photo editing apps for selfies. YourCam Perfect also has the ability to video selfies. It's a free download with some in-app
purchases for additional features and contains ads. Special features YouCam PerfectReal skin time decorating effects in still and video selfiesCutout and object removal toolMulti-face detection for instant touch group selfie smile feature to add a smile to any image9. PixlrPixlr is the right photo editor app for everyone; It
has all the tools that the user may need. It has more than 2 million combinations of free effects, overlays and filters. You can create photo collages with different layouts, backgrounds, and interval options. In addition, it can stylize a photo with doodles, pencil drawings, and ink sketches. You can share the images directly
on various social networking sites. It's free to download from the in-app purchase and contains ads. Special PixlrOption features to mark the most commonly used effect or overlay as Favorite.Remarkable to touch improvement toolsAuto-fix feature for automatic color balancing in imageCollage function with up to 25
photos and various layouts, background and interval variants10. Photo LabPhoto Lab gives your photos a unique touch. It has a collection of over 900 different effects such as realistic photo montages, stylish photo filters, beautiful shots, creative art effects, collages for multiple photos, and more. With a simple and
intuitive interface, the photo editing app is pretty easy to manage. This Android photo editor comes with every major tool a user may need: harvest, twist, lighting and sharpness, and even touch. In addition, you can keep your in the gallery, share it easily via Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, or send it as a message. It has a
free version that displays ads. But the main drawback is that it watermarks your photos when you use its free version. Photo LabMore special features than 50 preset styles to choose from for one-touch Face Recognition for face photo montages11. Photo editor ProLast, but not least, Photo Editor Pro is another photo
editing app that users can use to decorate their photos. Aside from the basic editing tools, the Android app has several trendy tools such as adding different types of glitch to photos, interesting sketch filters, stickers, tattoos and more. All major editing tools are present, such as changing brightness, contrast, shadows,
backlights, etc. HSL (Hue, saturation and brightness are blocked for the professional version), unlike other best photo editing apps for android. Android users can also expect to create collages in the app. However, the highlight of the photo editor is its easy-to-use fast user interface. The only concern with the app is full-
screen advertising that pop-up way more often than one would expect. Download the Pro12 Photo Editor. Prisma Photo Editor Last entry in our list of the best photo editing apps for Android Prisma. With over 120 million downloads, this photo editor app for Android is one of the best apps to choose if you want to turn your
photo into a picture. The app packs over 300 art styles for you to choose from to unleash your creativity in your photos. In addition, the photo editing app Prima also offers a new art filter every day, so you have something new to look forward to every day. Special features Prisma Photo Editing AppAdvanced Photo
Enhancement modeA new art style every dayPrima community to share their creations and showcase your talent to download Prisma Photo EditorChoosing Best Photo Editor for AndroidWith apps credited above, you can transform your photos of artistic masterpieces. You can choose a photo editing app to meet your
requirements. For example, to create collages, we recommend using PicsArt or Pixlr. Similarly, if you want to add fun effects to your selfies, try YouCam Perfect or Prisma.Did you find this list of the best android photo editor apps for 2020 useful? Share your feedback and suggestions in the comments below. Below.
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